NEWS & UPCOMING EVENTS
SERVICE NOTES
Hospitality: Rob & Rita Steinhart, Frank Longley, Denise Gregg
Lay Reader: David Soules
Organist: Michael Stevens
Guest Musicians: OKWU Handbell Ensemble
AD LIBS SAY “THANK YOU”
The local singing group the Ad libs has been using our Parlor each Monday night
as a rehearsal space. The group wrote recently to express their thanks including
a contribution toward our new sound and video systems.
CDC FUNDRAISER
The spring flowers fund raiser offered by the CDC has gone well. The over
$3,000.00 raised enables each classroom to get some but not all of the updated
teaching resources requested. Many thanks to everyone who participated!
Flowers for the CDC fundraiser ordered through Sedan Floral Inc. will be
delivered on Tuesday, April 24. Please come pick-up that afternoon, since we
have nowhere to keep them overnight. Thank you for helping update our toys in
the classrooms and the Westminster playroom.
BALCONY CEILING REFRESHED
Two months ago a member of the congregation expressed interest in seeing the
balcony ceiling restored. Investigating what was involved we discovered that an
insurance claim had not been made. The insurance settlement provided 90% of
the restoration cost. If you’d like to help defray the remaining costs talk with
Reverend Scott. Today we celebrate the completion of the restoration!
HVAC IN SANCTUARY
The day of Dwight Boesiger’s Memorial we discovered that the Sanctuary air
conditioning was not working. While the service of worship was going on that
day our HVAC contractor came to make a repair and discovered that squirrels
had built a nest and eaten through wiring disconnecting the unit and that in
addition a motor had burned out. Parts have been ordered and the system
should be operational soon.
ENJOY THE COFFEE CONNECTION?
You can sign up for the Coffee Connection by signing the clip board in the
Conversation Corner this morning or by noting it on your response card.

